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instructions to Candidates 
"$"1. Do not write anything on question paper except Seat No. .Oo'

2. Graph or diagram should be drawn with the black ink pen being usgg'for writing

101.

paper or black HB pencil.
3. Students should note, no suppl
4. All questions are compulsory.
5. Draw well labeled diagram whe

Solve any five.

a) State the objectives of accelera

b) Give young Laplace equation for d

c) Define Rheology and give its ap

d) Draw a neat labelled diagram of

e) Define the terms.
i) Surface tension.

of surface tension.

sphere viscometer.

arious types and characteristics of catalysis.

thods for determination of HLB value.

of chemical kinetics.

s of interfaces in detail.

plain the methods for determination of surface
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Solve any one. 10

a) Define order of reaction. Explain in detail methods for determination of order of
reaction.
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b) Discuss NeMonian system and Non-Newtonian system in detail.

SECTION - II

Solve any five.

a) Define micromeritics and give its applications.

b) What is Faraday Tyndall effect?

c) Enlist the factors affecting solubilization of colloids.

d) Define the terms.
i) Kraft point.

e) Give advantages and disadv

f) Write pharmaceutical applica

S) What are protective colloids. ,.0$

Solve any four.

a) Define and classify colloids. Write ethods of preparation of colloids.

in detail.

c) Discuss various methods of surface area-

for determination of particle size.

205.

b) Explain fundamental properties

{06. Solre ,ny on". 
,r$S

a) Define . Discuss optical and kinetic properties of colloids.

b) Defi . Discuss theories of emulsification add a note on DLVO theory.


